
Welcome to our Code of Conduct at BEC, which is our chaperone for doing the right 
thing in business. For all of us, it is a must-read and a must-follow code, it makes us 
sure that we act morally which is of utmost importance to BEC, rather doing the wrong 
thing puts us in a more difficult situation. 
Our company's Code of Conduct policy explains our expectations for how employees Our company's Code of Conduct policy explains our expectations for how employees 
should act toward their co-workers, managers, and the firm as a whole. We support 
open communication and the right to free speech. However, we need our code of 
conduct to be followed by all employees. They should refrain from offending, taking 
part in contentious arguments, and interfering with our workplace. We also anticipate 
them promote a structured, civil, and cooperative workplace. We must always keep in 
mind that every one of us is accountable for our deeds and that the moral course is 
always the best course.

The following test may be used if there is ever any doubt over a course of action.
• Is it consistent with the Code? 
• How will it affect my reputation and the company? 
• If it were reported in the newspaper, would I care to read it? 
• Is it legal? 
• Is it ethical? 

After taking this test, one can concentrate on the most crucial principles and rules and After taking this test, one can concentrate on the most crucial principles and rules and 
use sound judgment to help them in making the best choice when faced with difficult 
choices. Every associate at BEC is expected to think carefully about their actions and 
ask for assistance if they are unclear about the appropriate course of action to take in 
order to avoid even the perception of improper behavior
Integrity is fundamental to the BEC Company. Integrity means doing what is right. By Integrity is fundamental to the BEC Company. Integrity means doing what is right. By 
acting with integrity, we reflect positively on the values and reputation of the Company. 
We all must follow the law, act with integrity and honesty in all matters, and is 
accountable for our actions. Values and behavior are the foundation of our Code of 
Conduct.
This outlines how each of us must behave in order to guarantee that BEC maintains its This outlines how each of us must behave in order to guarantee that BEC maintains its 
reputation and continues to gain the trust necessary for our company's success. Our 
code of conduct includes obligations to the company, to one another, to clients, 
suppliers, consumers, and the government as well as how workers should act 
themselves as representatives of BEC Company. Our Code specifies our obligations to 
the Company, to one another, to clients, vendors, end-users, and regulators. We at BEC 
place a high priority on conducting business in an ethical and competent manner. For 
the success of our firm and of our clients, we must establish business relationships 
based on fair marketplace competition. We should compete in strict adherence to all 
existing laws and regulations, and we support international initiatives to combat 
financial crime and corruption. Together, let's endeavour to increase trust, promote 
teamwork, foster creativity, and maintain a sense of responsibility.

All "BEC" employees, regardless of any position or level, including trainees and 
temporary staff, are subject to this regulation.

Ethos: Promoting best practices for ethical behavior and encouraging high standards of Ethos: Promoting best practices for ethical behavior and encouraging high standards of 
professionalism within the organization

**********

CRS 

BEC's values have always served as its compass.

"We understand that whatever we do must serve the interests of our Society."

In keeping with the tradition of responsible corporate citizenship, corporate social In keeping with the tradition of responsible corporate citizenship, corporate social 
responsibility is a crucial component of all we do. We have put a lot of effort into 
upholding our ideals over the years, lessening our influence on the environment, and 
participating in our communities.

Our vision, strategies, and management objectives all include a commitment to CSR. Our vision, strategies, and management objectives all include a commitment to CSR. 
We have incorporated ethical practices, created a healthy work environment, and our 
culture values corporate social responsibility. Through the years, BEC and Business 
Solutions have remained true to the tenets of the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Charter.


